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Abstract We examined the stability of same-sex and other-

sex attractions among 294 heterosexual, lesbian, gay, and

bisexual men and women between the ages of 18 and 40 years.

Participants used online daily diaries to report the intensity of

each day’s strongest same-sex and other-sex attraction, and

they also reported on changes they recalled experiencing in

their attractions since adolescence. We used multilevel dynam-

ical systems models to examine individual differences in the

stability of daily attractions (stability, in these models, denotes

the tendency for attractions to ‘‘self-correct’’ toward a person-

specific setpoint over time). Women’s attractions showed less

day-to-day stability than men’s, consistent with the notion of

female sexual fluidity (i.e., heightened erotic sensitivity to sit-

uationalandcontextual influences).Yet,womendidnot recollect

largerpost-adolescentchangesinsexualattractionsthandidmen,

and larger recollected post-adolescent changes did not predict

lower day-to-day stability in the sample as a whole. Bisexually

attracted individuals recollected larger post-adolescent changes

in their attractions,and theyshowed lowerday-to-daystability in

attractions to their‘‘less-preferred’’gender, compared to individ-

uals with exclusive same-sex or exclusive other-sex attractions.

Our results suggest that both gender and bisexuality have inde-

pendent influences on sexual fluidity, but these influences vary

across short versus long timescales, and they also differ for

attractions to one’s ‘‘more-preferred’’ versus ‘‘less-preferred’’

gender.
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Introduction

Over the past several decades, researchers studying sexual ori-

entation have found that many individuals report variability over

time in their same-sex and other-sex attractions, raising questions

about the nature and expression of sexual orientation over the life

course. Initially, research appeared to suggest that women were

more likely to undergo such changes than were men, due to their

greater sexual fluidity or plasticity, defined as a sensitivity to situ-

ational, interpersonal, and contextual influences which may facil-

itate shifts insexualattraction,behavior,andidentity (reviewedin

Baumeister, 2000;Diamond,2008b, 2014).Thenotion ofheight-

ened sexual fluidity in women has been suggested by findings

showing that women recollect larger changes over time in their

sexual attractions than do men (Kinnish, Strassberg, & Turner,

2005; Weinberg, Williams, & Pryor, 1994) and that they tend to

show similar levels of genital arousal to sexual stimuli depicting

their‘‘nonpreferred’’and‘‘preferred’’gender, whereas men show

substantially more arousal to their preferred than their nonpre-

ferred gender (Chivers & Bailey, 2005; Chivers, Rieger, Latty, &

Bailey, 2004; Chivers, Seto, & Blanchard, 2007). Yet one poten-

tial explanation for these findings is that women are simply more

likely than men to have nonexclusive (i.e., bisexual) patterns of

attraction (Chandra, Mosher, Copen, & Sionean, 2011; Copen,

Chandra,&Febo-Vazquez,2016;Gates,2011;Mosher,Chandra,

& Jones, 2005; Savin-Williams, Joyner, & Rieger, 2012), and

bisexuality may predispose both women and men to contextual

shifts inattractionandarousal.Hence, ifalesbianwoman’ssexual

attractions show larger shifts over time than a gay man’s attrac-

tions, perhaps it is not because she is female, but because her

attractions are more bisexual.

Thepresent research introducesanovelapproach toexamining

whether sexual fluidity (defined as an erotic sensitivity to contex-

tual and situational influences) is greater among women and/or

greater among individuals with bisexual patterns of attraction.
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Specifically, we use dynamical systems multilevel modeling to

examine the day-to-day stability of women and men’s same-sex

and other-sex attractions over a 30-day period. Stability, in these

models, does not denote the total absence of day-to-day fluctua-

tions inattractions,but rather thedegree towhichsuchfluctuations

self-correcttomaintainanindividual’sowneroticsetpoint.Robust

self-correction indicates a resistance to situational perturbations

which might disrupt the individual’s basic pattern, whereas sexual

fluidityimpliesaheightenedsensitivitytosuchdisruptions.Because

dynamical systems models of stability in attractions are not con-

flated with bisexuality, they allow us to examine the independent

contributions of gender and bisexuality to day-to-day change in

attractions, helping to inform our understanding of sexual fluidity.

How Does Sexual Fluidity Differ from Bisexuality?

Sexualfluidityhasbeendefinedasacapacity forchange inattrac-

tions which results from an individual’s heightened erotic sensi-

tivity to situational and contextual influences (Diamond, 2008b).

Incontrast,bisexuality is typicallydefinedas theexperienceof(or

capacity for) sexual attractions to both sexes, even if an individual

‘‘leans’’more strongly toward one sex than the other (Diamond,

2008a; Rosenthal, Sylva, Safron, & Bailey, 2012). Conceptually,

the key distinction between sexual fluidity and bisexuality con-

cernschange inattractions.Thepotential forchange inattractions

isadefiningfeatureofsexualfluidity,butnotnecessarilyofbisex-

uality.Researchindicates thatbisexualorientationsmaybejustas

enduring and biologically based as exclusive same-sex orienta-

tions (Bailey, Dunne, & Martin, 2000; Diamond, 2008a). Yet

empirically, it is often difficult to distinguish between sexual flu-

idity and bisexuality given that the most salient observable mani-

festation of sexual fluidity is a shift from exclusive to nonexclu-

sive attractions (for example, a heterosexual woman unexpectedly

developing same-sex attractions or a lesbian woman developing

other-sex attractions, as in Diamond, 2008b). Individuals who des-

cribe their sexuality as‘‘fluid’’frequently report transitions to bisex-

ual attractions, bisexual behavior, and even bisexual identification

(Diamond,2008b;Katz-Wise,2015;Kinnishetal.,2005;Weinberg

et al., 1994).

How, then,can researchersdistinguishbetweensexualfluidity

and bisexuality? Maybe all individuals who perceive that their

attractionshavechangedandexpandedovertimearesimplybisex-

ual (without being aware of it). Answering this question is impor-

tant for informing our basic understanding of gender and sexual

orientation.Forexample,someresearchershavearguedthatbisex-

ual orientations—in both men and women—are fundamentally

more‘‘open’’and flexible than exclusive same-sex or other-sex

orientations(Ross,Daneback,&Månsson,2012;Weinbergetal.,

1994). If this is the case, then it might be more accurate to view

sexual fluidity as a consequence of bisexual attractions, rather than

viewing bisexual attractions as a consequence of fluidity.

The Role of Gender

Given that sexualfluidity and bisexuality are easily conflated, it is

possiblethattheappearanceofgreaterfluidityinwomenthanmen

resultsfromthefactthatwomenaremorelikelythanmentoreport

bisexual patterns of attraction (Chandra et al., 2011; Copen et al.,

2016; Gates, 2011; Mosher et al., 2005; Savin-Williams et al.,

2012). One way to disentangle gender, bisexuality, and sexual

fluidity is to examine gender differences in longitudinal change

in sexual attractions separately among individuals with exclu-

sive versus nonexclusive patterns of attraction. Several large-

scale longitudinal studies allow for such comparisons, and they

suggest that change in attractions is independently associated

with bisexuality and gender (Dickson, Paul, & Herbison, 2003;

Mock & Eibach, 2012; Ott, Corliss, Wypij, Rosario, & Austin,

2011;Savin-Williamsetal.,2012;Savin-Williams&Ream,2007).

For example, Savin-Williams et al. (2012) analyzed longitudinal

change in sexual attractions among over 12,000 young adults

participating in the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent

Health. At the third and fourth waves of data collection, respon-

dents were asked to describe their ‘‘sexual orientation identity,’’

defined as the following potential patterns of sexual attraction:

‘‘100 % heterosexual (straight), mostly heterosexual (straight),

butsomewhatattractedtopeopleofyourownsex;bisexual—that

is, attracted to men and women equally; mostly homosexual

(gay), but somewhat attracted to the opposite sex; 100 % homo-

sexual (gay); or not sexually attracted to either males or females’’

(p. 105).

Consistentwithotherlarge-scalerepresentativestudies(Chandra

etal.,2011;Copenetal.,2016;Gates,2011;Mosheretal.,2005),

women were disproportionately represented in the‘‘nonexclusive’’

groups. For example, at Wave 3, more than three times as many

women as men described their attractions as‘‘mostly heterosexual’’

(10.8%ofwomenvs.3.3%ofmen),or‘‘bisexual’’(2.6%ofwomen

vs. .7% of men). In contrast, more than three times as many men

thanwomendescribedtheirattractionsas‘‘exclusivelyhomosexual’’

(1.2% of men and .4% of women). Which individuals were more

likely toundergochangebetweenWave3andWave4? Ifwefocus

first on the total group of individuals reportingany degree of same-

sex attractions at Wave 3 (5.7% of men and 13.7% of women), we

findthat43%ofthemenand50%ofthewomenswitchedtheirsex-

ual orientation category 6years later at Wave 4, consistent with the

notion of greater fluidity in women. Yet a different picture emerges

when we examine gender differences separately within different

attractiongroups.Consistentwiththenotionthatnonexclusiveorien-

tations may be more fundamentally‘‘open’’and flexible than exclu-

sive orientations, rates of changes were highest in the‘‘bisexual’’and

‘‘mostly heterosexual’’groups, and in these groups women were not

morelikelytoreportchangethanmen.IntheWave3‘‘mostlyhetero-

sexual’’group, 59 % of the men and 47 % of the women chose a

different sexual orientation category at Wave 4. In the Wave 3

‘‘bisexual’’group,77 %ofthemenand47 %ofthewomenchose
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a different category at Wave 4. Changes were far less likely

among individuals who initially described themselves as exclu-

sivelyheterosexualorhomosexual, and itwas onlyamong these

groups that women appeared more likely than men to exhibit

changes:Only3 %oftheexclusivelyheterosexualmenchanged

orientationcategoriesoverthenext6 years,comparedto11 %of

the exclusively heterosexual women. In the‘‘homosexual’’cat-

egory, 26 % of the women but only 8 % of the men changed

categories (although it is important tonote thatSavin-Williams

and colleagues combined the Wave 3‘‘exclusively homosex-

ual’’ and ‘‘mostly homosexual’’ groups when presenting these

statistics, and women were more likely than men to describe

themselves as‘‘mostly’’versus‘‘exclusively’’homosexual).

Ott et al. (2011) assessed longitudinal change in sexual

attractions in the‘‘Growing Up Today Study’’ (GUTS). This

study includes over 13,000 youth who were the children of

women who participated in the well-known Nurses Health

Study II (NHSII), a prospective cohort study of over 116,000 reg-

istered nurses. Hence, although this study did not involve a random

representative sample of youth, the size and breadth of the sample

contribute unprecedented information on longitudinal change

in sexuality during young adulthood. Participants were asked

to describe their ‘‘feelings’’ as ‘‘Completely heterosexual,’’

‘‘Mostly heterosexual,’’‘‘Bisexual,’’‘‘Mostly homosexual,’’‘‘Com-

pletelyhomosexual,’’or‘‘Unsure’’(p.522).Ofthe7.5 %ofmenand

8.7% of women who chose a nonheterosexual descriptor at age

18–21, 43% of the men and 46% of the women chose a dif-

ferent category by age 23. As with the findings from the study by

Savin-Williamsetal.(2012),changesweremorelikelyamongthose

whoinitiallyclaimednonexclusivepatternsofattractionthanamong

those who initially claimed exclusive patterns of attraction, and

there was no evidence for greater sexual fluidity among women

within the nonexclusively attracted groups. In the group that ini-

tially described themselves as‘‘mostly heterosexual,’’47% of men

and 45% of women subsequently changed categories. In the‘‘bi-

sexual’’group, 67% of men and 51% of women showed subse-

quent change. The only groups in which women showedgreater

rates of change than men were the ‘‘mostly homosexual’’ group

(25% of men and 50% of women subsequently changed cate-

gories), and the‘‘exclusivelyhomosexual’’group(11%ofmenand

33% of women subsequently changed categories).

The number of women and men disclosing and acting upon

bisexual patterns of sexual attraction has increased notably over

the past several decades (Twenge, Sherman, & Wells, 2016), and

research suggests that‘‘mostly heterosexual’’patterns of attraction

mayinfactbethemostcommonformofsame-sexsexualityinboth

genders (Copenetal.,2016;Savin-Williams&Vrangalova,2013).

Such developments underscore the importance of understanding

how sexual fluidity and bisexuality are related to one another, and

how they relate to gender. The present research brings new data to

bear on this question.

The Current Study

The present research analyzes the short-term and long-term sta-

bility of sexual attractions among 294 heterosexual, bisexual, and

gay/lesbian men and women. Participants provided retrospective

data on previous changes in sexual attractions as well as daily

diary reports of their sexual attractions over a 30-day period. A

key contribution of this research is the examination of change

acrossdifferent timescales.Allexistinglarge-scalestudiesofchange

over time in sexual attraction have assessed changes across the

time span of one or more years (reviewed in Diamond & Rosky,

2016).Yetsexualattractionsalsoshownotablechangeat thelevel

of days (Diamond & Wallen, 2011; Farr, Diamond, & Boker,

2014), and we do not yet know how such changes may relate to

longer-term changes, and to the phenomenon of sexual fluidity.

The day-to-day measure of sexual fluidity used in the present

research is based on dynamical systems models (see Diamond,

2007, 2012; Guastello & Gregson, 2012) which conceptual-

ize the stability of a system as the degree to which its fluctua-

tions consistently ‘‘self-correct’’ to a particular homeostatic

setpoint (Butner, Gagnon, Geuss, Lessard, & Story, 2015). If

a system has a high degree of inherent stability, then increases

above thesetpointwillbefollowedbysubsequentdecreaseswhich

bring the system back down to the setpoint, whereas decreases

below the setpoint will be followed by subsequent increaseswhich

bringthesystembackuptothesetpoint.Inotherwords, therewillbe

aninverserelationshipbetweenthestateofthesystematTime1and

change in the system from Time 1 to Time 2. This inverse rela-

tionship should be weaker for systems in which contextual pertur-

bations are more capable of disrupting the self-corrective process

and moving the system off of its setpoint.

The value of this approach for studying sexual fluidity is that it

focuses on patterns of temporal change, rather than the simple

existence or magnitude of single changes. The dynamical sys-

tems approach distinguishes between patterns of change which

functiontomaintainanindividual’sunderlyingpatternofattrac-

tion versus patterns that suggest disruption from the underlying

pattern.Itisthelatterformofchangewhichappearsmostrepresen-

tative of sexual fluidity. A strength of our research is that in addi-

tion to collecting daily diary data on participants’ sexual attrac-

tions,wealsoassesstheirownrecollectionsofpreviouschangesin

attractions (following Kinnish et al., 2005; Weinberg et al., 1994).

This allowed us to test whether changes that occur at the level of

days are related to changes that are recollected across the level of

years, and how each type of change relates to gender and bisex-

uality.

Another strength of this study is that it separately assesses the

day-to-daystabilityofsame-sexversusother-sexattractions.This

is relevant because previous research on sexual fluidity suggests

that it operates by increasing an individual’s attractions to his/her

‘‘less-preferred’’gender, rather thandecreasingattractions toone’s
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‘‘more-preferred’’gender (Diamond, 2008b). Similarly, research

on genital arousal has found that the distinguishing characteristic

of womenandbisexuals is the fact that their genital arousal to their

‘‘less-preferred’’gender is similar to—instead of much lower

than—their levels of arousal to the more-preferred gender (Chi-

vers & Bailey, 2005; Chivers et al., 2007; Rosenthal, Sylva,

Safron,&Bailey,2011).Notethat thedistinctionbetweena‘‘more-

preferred’’and‘‘less-preferred’’gender is just as relevant to bisex-

ualsas it is togay, lesbian,andheterosexual individuals,sincebisex-

ualstypicallyreportthattheirattractionstoonegenderaresomewhat

more intense and/or frequent than their attractions to the other

(Rieger, Bailey, & Chivers, 2005; Rosenthal et al., 2011). Hence, if

sexual fluidity represents a propensity for context-sensitive change

inattractions,andifwomenand/orbisexualsaremorelikelytoshow

suchapropensity,itshouldbemanifestedingreatereroticinstability

(i.e., greater capacity to bepulledawayfromone’s setpoint) regard-

ingthe‘‘less-preferred’’gender.Thispossibility isdirectlyexamined

in the present research.

Method

Participants

Participants were 294 men and women: 105 lesbian/gay-identi-

fied (52 % male), 88 bisexual-identified (30 % male), and 101

heterosexual-identified (52 % male). Participants were recruited

from flyers throughout the Salt Lake City community and adver-

tisements on Facebook. We excluded individuals taking medica-

tionsknowntobeassociatedwithsubjectivesexualdesire,suchas

anti-depressants, aswellaswomenonhormonalbirthcontrol.The

averageageof theparticipantswas24.4 years (range18–40,SD=

4.4), 66 % had completed at least some college, 45 % reported an

annual income of less than $25,000, and 16 % reported an annual

income of over $55,000. 87 % of participants were white. Among

theparticipantsidentifiedaslesbian,gay,orbisexual, themeanage

at which they first self-identified as nonheterosexual was 17.0

(SD=3.7) among lesbian/gay participants and 17.9 among those

identified as bisexual (SD=3.8).

Procedure

Eligible participants visited our laboratory to complete question-

nairemeasuresassessingtheirhistoryofsexualattractionandbehav-

ior and to receive instructions for the online diary component of the

study. Each participant met with a single researchassistantwho

administered informed consent and thereafter maintained regular

contact with the participant to remind them to complete the diary

andtoansweranyquestionsthataroseduringthestudy.Participants

wereinstructedtocompletethedailydiaryeachdaybeforebedtime

for 30 days. Diary entries were made online, and data were main-

tained through a secure server at the primary investigator’s institu-

tion. The participant logged on each day with a unique username

and password, and each entry was time- and date-stamped. Par-

ticipants were provided with paper copies of the diary in case they

had trouble accessing the internet or if they did not have internet

access at home.

Measures

Upon first being recruited into the study, participants completed

theAldersonSexualityQuestionnaire (Brown&Alderson,2010)

to assess their general pattern of sexual attraction, behavior, and

identity during adolescence as well as during the past 12 months.

The present analyses focused on the magnitude of respondents’

self-reportedsexualattractiontoeachgender.Thespecific instruc-

tionswereasfollows:‘‘Thefollowingquestionspertaintothemag-

nitudeofyouroppositegenderand samegender interests.To what

extent have you experienced sexual attraction to each gender,

defined as feeling aroused by someone whom you find attractive.’’

Responsescategorieswere‘‘none,’’‘‘low,’’‘‘moderately,’’or‘‘high.’’

For the online daily diary, participants were asked to‘‘think back

over the course of the entire day, from when you woke up to right

aroundnow,’’andtoratetheintensityofthestrongestsame-sexsex-

ualattractionandthestrongestother-sexattractionthat theyexperi-

enced over the day, on a 1–10 scale (we used a 1–10 scale, rather

than themore restrictedscale of theAldersonmeasure,because we

expectedthattheintensityofdailyattractionswouldshowabroader

range of variation, due to the many situational and contextual fac-

tors expected to influence the intensity of daily attractions, and we

wanted to ensure that we captured such variation. Verbal anchors

werenotused for this scale, except that‘‘1’’wasdescribedas‘‘not at

all’’). We asked about the strongest attraction because we were

interested incapturing the fullpotential rangeofvariation insexual

attraction to same-sex and other-sex partners, rather than average

levels(andinfact,ourmultilevelanalysesaredesignedtodetect the

degree to which both small and large fluctuations tend to converge

toward an average level across time). Participants were instructed

that if they had experienced no such attractions, they should

provide the lowest possible rating. We also assessed partici-

pants’ current sexual identity label, and we asked them to list all

previoussexualidentitiestheyhadadoptedandtheagesatwhich

they adopted them.

Ofthe319respondentsoriginallyenrolledinthestudy,8 %of

these respondents provided less thanhalfof the requested diary

days,andwedidnotincludetheminourfinalanalyses(comparisons

betweenindividualswithmissingvs.completedatarevealednosys-

tematic differences). Hence, the final sample included 294 respon-

dents who provided at least 15days of consecutive entries (75% of

these respondents provided at least 24 consecutive entries). Within

theseentries, less than1%of the individual sexualattraction ratings

remained missing, and we used the multiple imputation procedures

availablewithinSPSS(versions17.0andgreater)toimputethemiss-

ingdata.SPSS17.0usesfullyconditionalspecificationtospecifyand

generateplausiblevaluesformissingdata,basedonthehypothetical

joint distribution of the data. FCM specifies the multivariate model
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through a series of conditional models, one for each variable in the

model. This results in the production of a number of complete data

sets, each of them slightly different, in which the missing values are

replacedby valueswhichcanbe thoughtofas randomdrawsfroma

distributionofplausiblevalues.Simulationstudies indicate thatade-

quateapproximationsof theoriginaldataareachievedwith3–5data

sets (Schafer, 1999), but that even better approximation is provided

by generating larger numbers of data sets (Graham, Olchowski, &

Gilreath,2007),andsowegeneratedtendatasets.Analysesarecon-

ductedseparatelywitheachdataset,andtheresultingparametersare

pooled across each set. This pooling procedure combines the vari-

ationwithinandacross thedifferent imputeddatasets,andestimates

using this procedure translate the error variation introduced by the

missing data into the width of the confidence interval (van Buuren,

2007). These procedures are known to provide more statistically

valid results than listwise or casewise deletion (Schafer & Graham,

2002).

Results

Sexual Attraction Groupings

In order to compare individuals with bisexual versus exclusive

patterns of attraction, we categorized individuals based on the

pattern ofcurrent attractions that they reported on the Alderson

measure. We used this approach, rather than categorizing

individualsonthebasisofself-chosenidentity labels, in lightof

research showing that self-reported sexual identity may not

correspondpreciselywithpatternsofsexualattraction(reviewed

in Diamond, 2014). Furthermore, the majority of the nonhetero-

sexual respondents had undergone multiple changes in sexual

identity: 82 % of the lesbian/bisexual women and 78 % of the

gay/bisexual men reported having switched their sexual identity

label at least once after having first adopted a nonheterosexual

identity, and 45 % of women and 34 % of men reported two or

more identity changes. A total of 60 individuals who reported

experiencing only same-sex attractions over the past 12 months

weredenoted‘‘same-sexattracted.’’Thisgrouprepresented17 %

of the female respondents (all ofwhomidentifiedas lesbian)and

24 % of the male respondents (all of whom identified as gay). A

total of 71 individuals who reported experiencing only other-sex

attractions over the past 12months were denoted‘‘other-sex attrac-

ted.’’This group represented 16 % of the female respondents and

35 % of the male respondents, all of whom identified as hetero-

sexual. A total of 163 individuals reporting attractions to both

sexes over the past 12 months were denoted‘‘bisexually attrac-

ted.’’ This group represented 66 % of the female respondents

(57 % of whom identified as bisexual, 21 % as lesbian, and 22 %

as heterosexual) and 34 % of the male respondents (47 % of

whomidentifiedasbisexual,35 %asgay,and18 %asheterosex-

ual). Means, SDs, and ranges for all study variables are shown in

Table 1, stratified by attraction group.

Retrospective Change in Attractions Since

Adolescence

Wecalculatedchangescores(currentattractionsminusrecollected

adolescentattractions) to represent thedegree towhich individuals

recalled having experienced changes in their attractions to their

Table 1 Descriptive statistics for study variables

Same-sex

attracted

N= 60

Bisexually

attracted

N= 163

Other-sex

attracted

N= 71

M (SD) Range M (SD) Range M (SD) Range

Age (in years) 25.4 (4.8)o 18–37 24.8 (4.4)o 18–40 22.8 (4.0)sb 18–34

Degree of attraction to more-preferred gender over past year 4.0 (.2)b 3–4 3.8 (.5)s 1–4 3.9 (.3) 3–4

Degree of attraction to less-preferred gender over past year 1.0 (0)b 1–1 2.6 (.7)so 1–4 1.0 (0)b 1–1

Degree of attraction to more-preferred gender during adolescence 4.5 (.9)b 1–5 4.1 (.9)so 1–5 4.6 (.7)b 1–5

Degree of attraction to less-preferred gender during adolescence 2.4 (1.2)bo 1–5 3.5 (1.2)so 1–5 1.2 (.5)bs 1–3

Raw change in attraction to more-preferred gender since adolescence .5 (.9) 0–4 .7 (1.0)o -1 to 4 .3 (.8)b -1 to 4

Absolute change in attraction to more-preferred gender since adolescence .5 (.9)b 0–4 .9 (.8)s 0–4 .4 (.7)b 0–4

Raw change in attraction to less-preferred gender since adolescence -1.3 (1.2)ob -4 to 0 .07 (1.1)s -2 to 3 -.07 (.5)s -2 to 1

Absolute change in attraction to less-preferred gender since adolescence 1.3 (1.2)ob 0–4 .8 (.8)so 0–3 .2 (.5)sb 0–2

Intensity of the day’s strongest attraction to more-preferred

gender, averaged across the daily diary assessment

6 (1.8) 2–10 5.9 (1.6) 1–9.6 5.6 (1.8) 1.2–10

Intensity of the day’s strongest attraction to the less-preferred

gender, averaged across the daily diary assessment

1.3 (.5)b 1–3.8 3.4 (1.8)so 1–8.7 1.5 (.7)b 1–5

The subscripts s,b, and o indicatewhichmeasuresdifferbetween the (s) same-sexattracted, (b)bisexually attracted, and (o)other-sex-attracted groups,

p\.05 after Bonferroni correction
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more-preferred and less-preferred gender since adolescence. For

participants in the‘‘same-sex attracted’’group, the preferred gender

is the same sex; for participants in the‘‘other-sex attracted’’group,

the preferred gender is the other sex. For participants in the‘‘bisex-

ually attracted’’group, we determined their more-preferred gender

basedon their ratings of the magnitude of their sexual attractions to

the same-sex and the other sex. For 54% of individuals in this

group, the magnitude of their same-sex attractions was greater; for

27%, the magnitude of their other-sex attractions was greater. The

remaining 19% gave equal ratings of the magnitude of their same-

sexandother-sexattractions,andsoweexaminedtheirresponsesto

anadditionalitemontheAldersonmeasurewhichassessedthemag-

nitudeoftheirdesiretoengageinsexualbehaviorwitheachsex,and

we used these ratings to determine their more-preferred gender.

Hence, in the total ‘‘bisexual’’ group, approximately two-thirds

preferred the same sex and one-third preferred the other sex (this

distribution did not differ for men and women).

Figures 1, 2 and 3 display the distributions of raw post-ado-

lescent change scores for attractions to the more-preferred and

less-preferred gender among each of the attraction groups,

stratifiedbygender.Amultivariateanalysisofvariancefoundno

gender differences in these change scores,Fmore-preferred(1, 290)

\1, partial eta-squared= .002, Fless-preferred(1, 290)\1, partial

eta-squared= .001,but thereweresignificantdifferencesacross

sexual attraction groups, Fmore-preferred(2, 290)=4.2, p\.05,

partial eta-squared= .03, Fless-preferred(2, 290)=40.5, p\.001,

partial eta-squared= .21. Bonferroni-corrected follow-up tests

found that bisexually attracted individuals reported larger

increases in attractions to the more-preferred gender than did

other-sexattractedindividuals(p\.01).Same-sexattractedindi-

viduals reported larger decreases in attractions to the less-pre-

ferredgenderthandidbisexuallyattractedandother-sexattracted

individuals (bothpvalues\.001).Wethen tested fordifferences

in absolute change scores. Again, there were no significant gen-

der differences, Fmore-preferred(1, 290)\1, partial eta-squared=

.001, Fless-preferred(1, 290) \1, partial eta-squared= .003, but

thereweredifferencesbyattractiongroup,Fmore-preferred(2,290)=

8.1, p\.01, partial eta-squared= .05, Fless-preferred(2, 290)=

30.8, p\.001, partial eta-squared= .18. Bonferroni-corrected

follow-up tests found that bisexually attracted individuals repor-

ted larger changes in attractions to the more-preferred gender and

to the less-preferred gender than did the other two groups (all

p values\.05), and same-sex attracted individuals reported

larger changes in attractions to the less-preferred gender than

did other-sex attracted individuals, p\.01).

Multilevel Modeling of Day-to-Day Stability

We used multilevel random coefficient modeling, implemented

with HLM (Bryk & Raudenbush, 1992) to analyze the stability of

participant’s daily attractions to their more-preferred and less-

preferred gender across the 30-day diary period. In these models,

change in attractions from dayt to dayt?1 is the outcome variable

and is predicted at by the magnitude of attractions at dayt (Butner

etal.,2015;Queen,Butner,Wiebe,&Berg,2016).At this levelof

the model (Level 1), a regression equation is calculated for each

separate individual, and the Level 1 slope coefficient for attrac-

tions at dayt is then interpretable as the stability of the attraction

system, with a steeper negative slope indicating a stronger ten-

dency of the system to stabilize to its own homeostatic setpoint.

Figure 4 provides an illustration. The plot on the left side of the

figureshowsatimeseriesofself-reportedattractionsfromasingle

participant (in this case, a gay-identified man). The plot on the

right side shows change in his attractions from dayt to dayt?1 on

Fig. 1 Post-adolescent change in attractions to the more-preferred and less-preferred gender among individuals with exclusive same-sex attractions
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theY-axis, with attractions at dayton theX-axis. A fit line is added

to demonstrate the negative slope, and the steepness of the slope

represents the stability of his attractions.

Hence,Level1of themodel(thewithin-personlevel)calculates

a slope coefficient for each participant, representing the stability of

theirattractions (separateanalysesareconducted toestimateslopes

for the more-preferred vs. the less-preferred gender). This model

takes the following form:

Change in attractions dayt to daytþ1

¼ b0 þ b1ðattractions at daytÞ þ residual

Then, Level 2 of the multilevel model (the between-person

level)predictsb1,whichis theparameterrepresentingthestability

of each individual’s attractions, from his/her gender, attraction

group (exclusive same-sex, exclusive other-sex, or bisexual,

represented with dummy codes), and the absolute magnitude

of his/her retrospected change in attractions as recollected since

adolescence.Hence,Level2of themodelallowsustotestwhether

the stability of day-to-day attractions is lower among women,

bisexuals,andthosewhorecallhavingexperiencedgreaterchanges

in their attractions since adolescence. Hence, the Level 2 model

takesthefollowingform(Grepresentsabetween-personslope,which

would normally be denoted b in a conventional regression model).

b1 ¼ G10 þ G11 genderð Þ þ G12 exclusively same-sex attractedð Þ
þ G12 exclusively other-sex attractedð Þ
þ G13 absolute magnitude of recollectedð
change in attractions since adolescenceÞ þ error

Fig. 2 Post-adolescent change in attractions to the more-preferred and less-preferred gender among individuals with bisexual attractions

Fig. 3 Post-adolescent change in attractions to the more-preferred and less-preferred gender among individuals with exclusive other-sex attractions
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Note that we use bisexuals as the base category, and hence this

modelincludestwodummycodestorepresentdifferencesbetween

the bisexually attracted group and both of the exclusively attracted

groups(weranadditionalmodelswiththeother-sexattractedgroup

as the base category to test for differences between the same-sex

and other-sex attracted groups). Gender was effect-coded as -.5

and .5, and the absolute magnitude of recollected change was cen-

teredaroundthetotalsamplemean.Wetestedforinteractionsamong

the Level 2 variables, and none were significant. We also computed

ancillaryanalysestodeterminewhetherparticipantagewasrelatedto

dailystabilityortoretrospectivechange,orwhetherit interactedwith

the other variables, and it did not. The age at which nonheterosexual

individuals first adopted a nonheterosexual identity was also unre-

lated to these variables. Finally, we conducted additional analyses

amongfemalerespondentstodeterminewhetherdailystabilitywas

related to menstrual cycle phase, and it was not.

The results of our multilevel analyses are presented in Table 2,

which displays coefficients representing the degree to which the

stability of individuals’ day-to-day attractions to their more-pre-

ferred and less-preferred gender is associated with their gender,

their overall pattern of exclusive versus bisexual attractions, and

their recollectedpost-adolescentchangeinsexualattractions.The

intercept in each model represents the average change in attrac-

tionsfromonedayto thenext,and theslopecoefficient forAttrac-

tions at Dayt represents the average stability in sexual attractions

for the base category (which in this case is bisexually attracted

individuals). The fact that this slope is significant and negative

indicates that bisexual individuals (across gender and with aver-

age levels of retrospected change in attractions) show significant

day-to-day stability in their attractions, meaning that their attrac-

tions gravitate to a person-specific setpoint over time. Yet as

predicted, there was notable interindividual variability in stabil-

ity, indicatedbytheLevel2moderatingeffects.Womenshowed

less stability than did men in their daily attractions to both the

more-preferred and less-preferred gender (Gmore-preferred= .05,

p\.05;Gless-preferred= .10,p\.01).Notethatfortheseanalyses,

positiveslopesatLevel2represent lowerstability,sincestability

is indicatedbyamorenegativeLevel1slopeforattractionsondayt
(Butneretal.,2015;Queenetal.,2016),asshowninPlotBinFig.4.

Wealsofound,asexpected,thatindividualswhodescribedtheir

current attractions as exclusively same-sex or exclusively other-

sex showed significantly greater day-to-day stability in attrac-

tions to the less-preferred gender than did bisexually attracted

individuals, Gsame-sex attracted=-.33, p\.001; Gother-sex attracted=

-.20, p\.001). Same-sex-attracted individuals also showed a

trend toward greater stability in attractions to the less-preferred

gender than other-sex-attracted individuals, G=-.13, p\.10.

Notably, adifferentpatternof results was observed for the stability

of attractions to the more-preferred gender (consistent with our

expectation that bisexual individuals’ capacity for fluidity should

be specifically manifested in attractions to the less-preferred gen-

der, rather than the more-preferred gender). There was no signif-

icantdifferencebetweenbisexuallyattractedindividualsandeither

same-sex- or other-sex-attracted individuals in the stability of

their attractions to the more-preferred gender (Gsame-sex=-.01,

Gother-sex=-.04).Finally, the stabilityofday-to-dayattractions to

the less-preferredgenderwasnot significantlyassociatedwith the

magnitudeofabsoluterecollectedchangeintheseattractionssince

adolescence, G= .004. To determine whether this result was

basedonouruseofabsolutechangescores(ratherthanrawscores,

Fig. 4 Example of dynamical systems model of within-person change;

PlotA shows the rawtimeseries of sexual attraction ratingsover30 days,

whereasPlot B displays day-to-day change in attractions (dayt?1 minus

dayt) on the Y-axis, plotted against day t attractions on theX-axis. The fit

line demonstrates the negative slope indicating high stability (i.e.,

temporal self-correction to an internal setpoint) within the system
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whichincorporateinformationaboutthedirectionofchange),we

recomputed these analyses using raw change scores, and the

results were not different. Regarding attractions to the more-

preferred gender, we found marginally greater stability among

individuals who reported greater absolute recollected change in

more-preferred attractions (G=-.02, p= .09), but this effect

was only at the trend level; there was no association between

recollected change and day-to-day stability when we re-tested

this association with directional (rather than absolute) recol-

lected change scores. Hence, these results provide no evidence

that individuals who recollect greater stability at the year-by-

year level show greater stability at the day-to-day level.

Discussion

Our research shows that both gender and bisexuality have inde-

pendent associations with temporal change in sexual attractions,

but these associations vary for different types of change and dif-

ferent types of attractions. Women showed lower day-to-day

stability than men in their attractions (meaning that their attrac-

tions were less likely to‘‘self-correct’’ to a stable setpoint from

day to day), but women did not retrospectively report having

undergone greater overall changes in their attractions since ado-

lescence. Hence, women do not appear to be uniformly‘‘more

fluid’’ than men; rather, gender differences in the capacity for

change in sexual attractions depend on the timescale assessed.

In contrast, bisexuality was associated with greater change in

sexual attraction across both short and long timescales. Men and

womenwithbisexualpatternsofattractionshowedlowerstability

than exclusively attracted individuals in day-to-day attractions to

their less-preferred gender (although not to their more-preferred

gender), and they also reported larger retrospective changes in

their attractions since adolescence. Overall, this pattern of results

suggests that gender and bisexuality make different and inde-

pendent contributions to the phenomenon of temporal change

in sexual attraction across different timescales, opening up

provocative new lines for future research on gender, bisexu-

ality, and sexual fluidity.

Stability, Change, and Sexual Fluidity

A key contribution of this study is its introduction of a novel con-

ceptual and analytical approach to assessing individual differ-

ences in sexual fluidity, based on dynamical systems theory (But-

ner et al., 2015; Guastello & Gregson, 2012; Queen et al., 2016).

This approach focuses on the degree to which fluctuations in a

phenomenon(in thiscase, the intensityof same-sexand other-sex

attractions)consistentlygravitatetotheirownsetpoint,despitethe

potentiallydisruptiveinfluencesofexternalfactors.Fromthisper-

spective, it is not the simple existence of change which matters,

but the form and direction of change. This analytical approach is

particularly well suited to investigating sexual fluidity, given that

sexual fluidity has been defined as a heightened erotic sensitivity

to contextual influences, which can draw individuals toward alto-

gether novel sexual patterns (Diamond, 2007, 2008b). According

tothisperspective,thesexualattractionsofindividualswithgreater

sexual fluidity should be more easily disrupted from their regular

setpoint,whereas individualswith lowersexualfluidityshouldhave

attractions thatconsistently stabilize toward their setpoint.The

dynamicalsystemsmodelsusedinthisstudyarepreciselydesigned

to test for such differences, and they converge with the findings of

Table 2 Results of multilevel models predicting change in attractions from previous day’s attractions

Model term Coefficient

DV: change in attraction (dayt minus dayt-1) to more-preferred gender

Intercept 4.8***

Attraction to more-preferred gender on dayt-1 -.8.0***

Moderator: gender .05*

Moderator: same-sex attraction (compared to bisexually attracted group) -.05

Moderator: other-sex attraction (compared to bisexually attracted group) -.05t

Moderator: absolute recollected post-adolescent change in attractions to more-preferred gender -.02t

DV: change in attraction (dayt minus dayt-1) to less-preferred gender

Intercept 2.2***

Attraction to less-preferred gender on dayt-1 -.8.3***

Moderator: gender .10**

Moderator: other-sex attraction (compared to bisexually attracted group) -.33***

Moderator: same-sex attraction (compared to bisexually attracted group)

Moderator: absolute recollected post-adolescent change in attractions to less-preferred gender -.16**

t p\.10; * p\.05; ** p\.01; *** p\.001
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previous research on sexual fluidity by showing thatbothwomen

andbisexualsshowlowerstabilityinday-to-dayattractions,mean-

ing a greater sensitivity to contextual perturbations. Given that all

previous studies of change in sexual attraction (both retrospective

andprospective)havefocusedonlarge-scalechanges inattractions

at the level of years (Dickson, Roode, Cameron, & Paul, 2013; Ott

et al., 2011; Savin-Williams & Ream, 2007), the present study’s

findingsregardingday-to-daystabilityrepresentanotableadvance.

An importantquestionraisedbythecurrent research iswhether

sexual fluidity at the level of years is really the same phenomenon

assexualfluidityatthelevelofdays,giventhattheindividualswho

recollected larger post-adolescent changes in their attractions did

not show lower day-to-day stability in their attractions. One pos-

sible explanation for this pattern of results is that the phenomenon

ofday-to-daystabilityyieldedbyadynamicalsystemsapproach—

self-correction to aperson-specificsetpoint—is fundamentallydif-

ferent from a single‘‘Time 2 minus Time 1’’change. As discussed

earlier, the dynamical systems approach focuses on the direction

and temporal patterning of multiple sequential fluctuations over

time,whereas‘‘Time2minusTime1’’measurescanonlyreveal the

magnitude and direction of a single shift. In order to create com-

parabledynamical systemsanalysesofchangeat the levelofyears,

wewouldneedalargenumberofsequentialassessmentsofchange

at the level of one or more years, permitting analysis of whether

changes at these longer timescales tend to self-correct to a person-

specific setpoint.

The collection of prospective versus retrospective data is obvi-

ously indispensable for this purpose. Unlike longitudinal assess-

mentsofchangeinattractions(Dicksonetal.,2013;Ottetal.,2011;

Savin-Williams & Ream, 2007), the present study assessed long-

termchangeinsexualattractionsretrospectively,byaskingrespon-

dents to rate the magnitude of their sexual attractions as they

experiencedthemcurrentlyandastheyrecalledexperiencingthem

duringadolescence(similar toKinnishetal.,2005;Weinbergetal.,

1994). Hence, our assessments are best interpreted as indexing

individuals’subjectiveperceptionofpost-adolescentchangeinsex-

ual attractions, especially because the processofprovidingseparate

ratings for adolescent versus current attractions is likely to prompt

respondents toconsciously reflectonwhether theirattractions‘‘feel

the same.’’ This does not mean that measures of retrospective

changehavenoutility,onlythattheymustbeinterpreteddifferently

from prospective measures of change. Yet this is precisely why the

findingsof thepresent studyprove interesting, since theyshowthat

individualswhoperceivethemselvestohavehadlessstablepatterns

of attraction since adolescence are not the same individuals whose

attractions show less prospective stability at the level of days.

This raises the intriguing possibility that changes across dif-

ferent timescales might have wholly different determinants. For

example, shifts in sexual attractions from adolescence to adult-

hood might reflectdevelopmental transitions related tonormative

socialandbiologicalmaturation, rather than (or in addition to) sex-

ualfluidity.Suchdevelopmental transitionswouldnotbeexpected

to influence day-to-day measures of temporal stability. Hence,

future research should examine how day-to-day stability in sex-

ual attractions relates to year-to-year changes which transpire

entirelyafteradolescencehasconcluded(ascaptured,forexample,

by Dickson et al., 2013). It would also be ideal to collect data on

change in sexual attraction at timescales that fall between the

extremes of years anddays. Might self-correction processes occur

atthelevelsofweeksormonths?Collectingmeasuresofsequential

change across multiple overlapping timescales is the best way to

accurately capture the underlying dynamics of sexual fluidity, and

the degree to which individuals’ patterns of sexual attraction

consistently maintain their own setpoint in the face of external

perturbations.

Attractions to the More-Preferred versus the Less-

Preferred Gender

Another contribution of the present research is its differentiation

betweenchangeprocesses thatoccurforattractionstoone’s‘‘more-

preferred’’versus‘‘less-preferred’’gender. All of the existing large-

scale longitudinal studies of changes in sexual attractions have

focused on changes in individual’s relative ratio of same-sex and

other-sexattraction—forexample,shiftsfrom‘‘mostlyheterosexual’’

to‘‘bisexual,’’or from‘‘bisexual’’to‘‘mostly homosexual’’(Dickson

et al., 2003; Mock & Eibach, 2012; Ott et al., 2011; Savin-Williams

et al., 2012; Savin-Williams & Ream, 2007). Yet a shift from‘‘bi-

sexual’’ to ‘‘mostly heterosexual’’ could occur through a variety of

pathways: an increase in other-sex attractions, an increase in same-

sex attractions, or both. Differentiating between such pathways is

important for determining whether some types of change in sexual

attraction, in some populations, are more likely than others.

We found that women showed lower day-to-day stability than

men for attractions to both the ‘‘more-preferred’’ and ‘‘less-pre-

ferred’’gender, suggestive of a generalized gender difference in

eroticsensitivity tocontext.Yet individualswithbisexualpatterns

of attraction only showed lower day-to-day stability in their

attractions to the ‘‘less-preferred’’ gender. This finding is con-

sistentwithotherresearcharguingthatafundamentaldifference

between individuals with bisexual versus exclusive patterns of

attractionconcernsthenatureof theirattractionstothe‘‘less-pre-

ferred’’gender.AssummarizedbyRiegeretal.(2005),bisexuals

as a group show stronger attractions to their less-preferred gen-

der than do exclusively attracted individuals, and hence smaller

gaps between the magnitude of their more-preferred and less-

preferred attractions. The present research expands this char-

acterization by showing that the‘‘less-preferred’’attractions of

bisexual individuals are also less stable (at a day-today level)

than those ofexclusivelyattracted individuals, showing lessofa

tendency to gravitate toward a person-specific‘‘setpoint.’’

Yetwhenitcametotheday-to-daystabilityofattractionstothe

more-preferred gender, bisexually attracted individuals showed
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as much stability as did exclusively attracted individuals. Hence,

these findings do not support a notion of bisexuals as globally

flexible and variable in their attractions. Rather, it is their daily

attractions to the less-preferred gender that render them distinct

from exclusively attracted men and women. They also proved

distinct from exclusively attracted individuals in their retrospec-

tivechanges:Bisexuallyattractedindividualsrecalledlargerpost-

adolescent changes in attractions to both the more-preferred and

less-preferred gender. As noted earlier, such changes may have

differentdeterminants than day-to-daychanges,underscoring the

importance of future research incorporating measures of both

short-termandlong-termchangesinattractions,andwhichdiffer-

entiates between assessments of the magnitude versus the tem-

poral patterning of change.

Conclusion

The present research concords with a growing body of research

suggestingacomplexpatternofassociationsamonggender,bisex-

uality,andsexualfluidity.Consider,forexample,thegroundbreak-

ingstudiesongender-specificpatternsofsexualarousalinmenand

women(Bouchard,Timmers,&Chivers,2015;Chivers&Bailey,

2005; Chivers et al., 2004, 2007; Chivers & Timmers, 2012). The

earliest of these studies (Chivers & Bailey, 2005) suggested that

women were generally‘‘nonspecific’’in their genital response (i.e.,

both lesbian and heterosexual women showed genital arousal to

both same-sex and other-sex stimuli), whereas men showed‘‘cat-

egory-specific’’patterns(i.e.,onlyshowinggenitalarousaltodepic-

tions of sexual activity that showed their more-preferred gender).

Yet subsequent research (Chivers, Bouchard, & Timmers, 2015;

Chivers et al., 2007; Spape, Timmers, Yoon, Ponseti, & Chivers,

2014) has found varying degrees of gender-specificity among

women, often depending on the nature and intensity of the stimuli

and a woman’s specific degree of nonexclusive attractions. Hence,

itappearsincreasinglyunlikelythatthereexistbroad-based,uniform

differences between women and men—and between bisexuals and

nonbisexuals—regarding the flexibility of their sexual desires.

Rather, different conditions appear to give rise to short-term and

long-term variability in sexual attraction among both men and

women across the full range of sexual orientations, and our task in

futureresearchistoidentifytheseboundaryconditions.Suchresearch

holds great potential for expanding our understanding of the basic

nature of sexual orientation in men and women and its expression

over the life course.
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